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[image: Suffering from chronically poor air quality, residents in affected areas in Indonesia have to live through now near annual toxic haze events such as this. The toxiz haze is from burning peatlands. Reactive governance has prohibited fire use on all soils, which includes mineral soils, causing injustices for traditional small-scale mineral soil farmers who are not responsible for the toxic haze.]  




Tropical Fire: connecting actors, disciplines and tools to move towards governance with justiceTropical Fire: connecting actors, disciplines and tools to move towards governance with justice
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The East of England’s vital ‘offer’ to the UK as it progresses towards net zero and some priority ‘asks’ regarding mitigation and adapting to climate change risks
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Briefing notes: Assembly 2023
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Realising the East of England’s Contribution to Achieving UK Net Zero
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Research in Action
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Generative AI and Climate Research
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What is 1.5 °C and how can it be useful for climate action?
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Activism and advocacy as a researcher
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